
Elevtekst 1 

I think violent games and movies are good for a person to experience. 

Gaming lets you travel to another reality where their actions don`t have 

real consequences, these gaming experiences could help in the real world 

when they have a difficult decision in front of them. Movies help a person 

understand the consequences of their actions, when someone watches a 

movie, they hope the good guys win, they get a sense of what happens if 

you are a bad person or a criminal. This is an example of how violent 

content don`t make people violent but the people around them. And you 

don’t let a three-year-old play a horror game or watch a movie with gore, 

that`s called common sense, no matter what you say these movies and 

games that are violent are inspired by real things. There have been 

countless researchers concluding that violent games and movies don’t 

make people violent 

 

Elevtekst 2 

Sometimes violence in films or the media can have more than a negative 

impact on children, maybe even a positive impact. It can give children a 

better understanding of the world. 

The world is not a field of flowers and rainbows, which we grow up thinking. 

Therefore, maybe watching some violence might be good, and the children 

could get a better and more realistic view of the world. I think it can help 

with preparing, for what might come in adult life. 

I agree with what the teens are saying, and if addressed by the parents 

there is nothing wrong with watching violence. 

There are multiple films with violence, like war movies. Violence in war 

movies, helps us understand and respect what the soldiers had to go thru 

under war. And in those cases, I mean that it is necessary for 

understanding. So, in some cases it is important to show violence, as it 

helps us to understand 
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